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Warm-Up Question:
What is necessary to be an 
effective conservationist 

today?

Post in chat.
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Our work as land trusts is about people and nature and 
connections to land. We recognize that the areas where we 

now sit are the traditional lands – the homes – of many 
indigenous people. Let us take a moment to honor the 

original stewards of these lands. 
– Adapted from The Nature Conservancy 
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A national affinity group for people of color. 

Our mission is to change the face of leadership of the 
environmental movement so that it represents the diversity 

and richness of the communities we serve and to increase the 
number of culturally responsible Black, Indigenous and People 

of Color who succeed professionally and positively impact 
the community.

Conservationists of Color is



recent tragedies are not isolated events but ones 
demonstrating, once again, that white supremacy, white 

fragility and the practice of racial injustice remain a part of our 
everyday life in America. This includes access to and safety in 

open spaces, particularly the outdoors. And we know the 
history of open space and the outdoors in this country is 

marred with racism and violence.

We believe  that leadership is one key element of
achieving structural change and  systematic change. 

We recognize that 
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Think...



• What prevents you from acting both now and in 
the past?

• What would be consequences if you did act?

• Does your worst fear outweigh not taking action? 

Think…



• Would there  be professional/personal 
repercussions? 

• What would be the impact if you acted?

Think…



Poll 6 
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➢We are in the middle of a paradigm shift

➢ This moment in time weighs on all of us

➢We are tired physically, emotionally, 
spiritually

➢ Burden of representing our organizations 
during a time of crisis

➢ Tension/stress of speaking on issues that 
fall outside of our professional expertise

➢ Assumed to be validators of our 
organization’s culture and values 

➢ Frustrated by the cyclical nature of this 
discussion with no sense of change

Know…
How we feel



• We are conservation experts…
➢ In most cases we are not DEI experts… 
➢ Our experiences are unique to who we are…we 

do not represent or speak for all POC
➢ Are not validators for poor planning and lack of 

authentic commitment
➢ Bring valuable life experiences to complicated 

issues but struggle with these same issues.
➢ Relying on your staff members of color to lead 

this work cheapens their expertise and 
undervalues the services that DEI experts provide

➢ Can be translators who open up new program 
areas and can communicate with 
underrepresented areas of our communities.

Know…
Who we are



Know…
The Value of the Pipeline

➢ Critical to get POC into the conservation talent 
pipeline

➢ Orgs typically focus hiring efforts on entry level 
positions. Needs to be across the entire 
spectrum of the talent pipeline

➢ Pathways of advancement- we lose talented 
POC to other career paths and fields

➢ Organizations must concentrate on:
○ developing a space for mentorship, 

education, and networking
○ developing talent from within and create 

job opportunities and leadership roles
○ shifting interest to action, create 

diversity manager position or diversity 
committee



➢ At the executive/board level, the pipeline is 
about:
○ Having people who can move insight into 

action 
○ Bring life experience and leadership that 

many organizations lack
○ Integrating this knowledge and awareness 

throughout an organization
➢More needs to be done to get qualified and 

talented POC into leadership positions at the 
executive and board level

➢Provide authentic voices who are qualified to lead 
organizations AND serve as validators and 
authentic voices in their own right

Know…
The Value of Senior Leadership

Rue Mapp,
Outdoor Afro

Braidan Weeks,
Ute Land Trust

Shanelle Smith-
Whigham, Trust 
for Public Land
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1. Individual (Self-Awareness)
2. Peer-to-Peer (Organizational Culture)
3. Organizational Policies
4. External and Community Engagement
5. Continuous Learning

These five facets that nonprofits should consider in 
their diversity and inclusion efforts is modelled 
after Berhoud’s and Greene’s Diversity Diamond 
(2001). For more details, see article titled, “A 
Multi-Faceted Look at Diversity: Why Outreach is 
Not Enough”. 

Act...
Embedding DEI Across the Organization



● All-staff and all-board trainings
● Examples of trainings to consider to include:

○ Racial equity training: provides a deep dive into institutional and 
systemic racism and addresses the need for environmental organizations 
to recognize and begin to change white-dominant culture;

○ Emotional intelligence training: improves an individual’s ability to 
understand and manage emotional responses in groups and teams 
across diversity, and can be tailored for leadership or staff;

○ Unconscious bias training: help board and staff understand how 
unconscious bias undermines diversity and inclusion, effective decision-
making, collaboration and management; and

○ Training on the history of land loss/revisionist history of the land 
conservation movement: provides exposure to the complex and nuanced 
history of the land conservation movement in the United States, critical 
to informing conservation today.

Act...
Individual (Self-Awareness)



● Shared communication norms
● Cultural competency training: strengthens ability to examine organizational 

behaviors, policies, systems, barriers, staffing, partnerships and training to 
ensure that an organization is inclusive and understanding of a variety of 
cultures, ethnicities, genders, ages and other differences. It also involves 
addressing cultural barriers, inequities and access to programs.

● Inclusive culture training: equips participants with the knowledge and skills 
they need to contribute to an effective culture where people from all 
backgrounds can thrive. This falls into a suite of trainings that focus on 
approaches to effectively communicate and work across difference and 
through conflict.

● Awareness training: strengths ability for participants to bridge generational 
difference and micro-behaviors and fosters a more open and inclusive work 
environment.

● Working groups relevant to growth of the culture of the organization covering 
topics such as culture and talent, leadership and development, and 
communications and processes.

Act...
Peer-to-Peer (Organizational Culture)



● Diversify board and staff
● Revise hiring and recruitment practices 

○ recruit through channels built specifically for diversifying the 
conservation pipeline (e.g. Diversity Joint Venture for 
Conservation), 

○ establish diverse hiring committees, 
○ blind recruiting

● Evaluate employee commitment to DEI and connect results to 
compensation

● Encourage and offer compensation for board and staff to participate in 
learning opportunities focused on DEI

● Develop organizational definitions of diversity, equity and inclusion, and 
a DEI statement to share publicly

● Use institutional power and resources to reinforce and amplify the 
existing work of conservation and conservation-related organizations 
serving and led by people of color

Act...
Organizational Policies



● Build culturally relevant, responsible, and responsive curriculum and 
programs. “Relevant” connotes how you connect lessons to your 
learners’ lives. “Responsible” connotes how you tackle bias to present 
multiple and balanced perspectives. “Responsive” connotes how you 
employ participants-centered instructional methods to reach all 
learners.

● Engage in authentic and effective multicultural marketing: from optics to 
messaging to your channels, build an understanding of how to cast a 
wider net so people from diverse backgrounds can see themselves 
engaging with your organizations.

● Develop common language and promote greater accessibility to 
organizational narratives (e.g. avoid the overuse of technical language, 
create content for multilingual audiences, develop language in differing 
formats- written, digital, accessible language).

● Develop authentic and meaningful partnerships with an emphasis on 
cross-race, cross-class, cross-sector collaborations.

Act...
External and Community Engagement



Act...
Continuous Learning
● Encourage ongoing learning opportunities such as 

reading articles, staff discussions, and attending 
community forums that promote further staff and 
board learning on specific DEI topics

● Sharing the organization’s process and learnings along 
the way

● Example Resource Lists 
○ Community Conservation Resources:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Kx9MtBk
G7uw3hbqjGr0Pbg18BApMke4GtPpUSGYPzI4/ed
it

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Kx9MtBkG7uw3hbqjGr0Pbg18BApMke4GtPpUSGYPzI4/edit


Act...
Share Other Ways to Take Action





Questions?
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LAND TRUST ALLIANCE

THANK YOU

conservationistsofcolor@gmail.com
conservationistsofcolor.wordpress.com
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Important Conference Information 

• Webinar recordings: 
https://www.landtrustalliance.org/conference/2020-new-york-land-
conservation-virtual-conference

• Handouts and slides: 
https://tlc.lta.org/topclass/searchCatalog.do?catId=277618

• Feedback on this webinar: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfckYFr1jcVX8mHc57pY
haFMyhv9U9PY_-IRjplB2xRut3qWQ/viewform

https://www.landtrustalliance.org/conference/2020-new-york-land-conservation-virtual-conference
https://tlc.lta.org/topclass/searchCatalog.do?catId=277618
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfckYFr1jcVX8mHc57pYhaFMyhv9U9PY_-IRjplB2xRut3qWQ/viewform
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